Collegiate All-American Team Award

Julia Smithing  Boston University Synchro
Clarisse Woodahl  University of Florida Synchronized Swimming
Nikki Dzurko  The Ohio State University
Paige Hopper  The Ohio State University
Laila Huric  The Ohio State University
Rachel Jager  The Ohio State University
Neeley Cassandra  The Ohio State University
Grace Alwan  Stanford University
Hailee Heinrich  Stanford University
Caitlin Klauer  Stanford University
Karen Li  Stanford University
Jacklyn Luu  Stanford University
Alexandra Suarez  Stanford University
Lucy Bautista  University of Arizona
Isabella Lange  University of Arizona
Maggie Spooner  University of Arizona
Riley Spring  University of Arizona
Becca Barlow  University of Incarnate Word
Juliana Damico  University of Incarnate Word
Greta Hampson  University of Incarnate Word
Adora Kruger  University of Incarnate Word
Alex McGee  University of Incarnate Word
Natalia Vega  University of Incarnate Word
LaGrone Natalie  University of Incarnate Word
Andrea Dunrod  University of Minnesota
Tessa Lopresti  Wheaton College
Michaela Zimmerman  Wheaton College

USA Artistic Swimming would like to recognize the 2019-2020 Collegiate All-American Team Award recipients.

Congratulations to all athletes!